State Planning Commission

I provide the following informal feedback as requested:

I would consider that should technologies such as wave generators and solar ponds become more effective as technology approves, then the Coastal Protection Agency would need to be listed as the referral agency as infrastructure for energy capture would possibly be required within the coastal zone.

There also seems to be no space given to new or emerging technologies that may emerge. The technology is changing so quickly and the land required, impacts etc are not yet known. Is there anything that can be considered in this document that allows for the as yet unknowns?

I trust the above is of assistance. Please contact me should you require further information.

Regards

Karina Ewer MBA, MCMR, MAHRI – Chief Executive Officer
P.08 8626 1001 • F.08 8626 1196
W. www.streakybay.sa.gov.au
PO Box 179 STREAKY BAY SA 5680

‘Out beyond the ideas of wrongdoing and rightdoing there is a field. I'll meet you there. When the soul lies down in that grass the world is too full to talk about.’ – Rumi (ancient Persian Poet)